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Abstract 

The Sovereign Base Areas (SBA) are two parts on the island of Cyprus, with a combined 

territory of 99 square miles, over which the UK exercises sovereignty. They were created by 

the Treaty of Establishment 1960, which is also the international agreement that granted the 

Republic of Cyprus its independence. The article maps out the implications of the Chagos 

Archipelago Advisory Opinion for the SBA. It argues that the process through which they were 

created disregarded the wishes of the Cypriot people and was, therefore, not in accordance with 

the right to self-determination. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2019, the ICJ delivered one of its boldest Advisory Opinions to date, finding that when the 

UK separated the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius while the latter was still a British colony, 

and then only granted Mauritius its independence, it violated the right to self-determination.1 

Since the decolonisation process was not properly concluded, the UK’s current administration 

of Chagos Archipelago constitutes a wrongful act of continuous character that the UK must 

bring to an end.2 The objective of this article is to map out the implications of the Chagos 

Archipelago Advisory Opinion for Cyprus. Cyprus, the third largest island in the 

Mediterranean, is also an ex-colony of the British Crown. In 1960, it was separated to create 

the newly independent Republic of Cyprus (RoC or Republic) on the one hand, and retain under 

British sovereignty the Sovereign Base Areas (SBA or Areas) on the other. Although the RoC 

has largely refrained from challenging the legality of the SBA to date, it made no secret of the 

fact that it was watching the Chagos proceedings closely. When the UN General Assembly 

requested an Advisory Opinion on the legal consequences of the separation of the Chagos 

Archipelago, the RoC broke ranks with other EU Member States that had abstained and was 

the only European country that voted in favour of the resolution.3 In its written submissions to 

the ICJ, it noted that ‘[t]he guidance of the Court on, and the clarification of, the international 

legal framework governing the decolonization process and its consequences are […] of direct 

interest to the Republic of Cyprus’.4 The RoC did not hide its intentions during oral arguments 

either, when, referring to the SBA, it stated that ‘even in the eyes of the United Kingdom itself, 

colonialism seems to be alive and well today’.5 After the ICJ delivered its Advisory Opinion, 

the RoC Attorney General was even more explicit, stating that the Court’s advice was a ‘legal 

tool’ the Cypriot government could use to renegotiate the status of the Areas.6  

 
* Nasia Hadjigeorgiou, Assistant Professor in Transitional Justice and Human Rights, University of Central 

Lancashire (Cyprus campus). I would like to thank Nikos Skoutaris, Jamie Trinidad and the anonymous reviewers 

for providing feedback to previous drafts of this article. An early version of this was presented at the 10th Annual 

Conference of the Cambridge International Law Journal (18-20 March 2021). The usual disclaimer applies.  
1 Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965 Advisory Opinion, 25 

February 2019, ICJ Reports (2019) 95. 

2 Ibid, at 177. 
3 General Assembly 88th Plenary Meeting, ‘Agenda item 87: Request for an advisory opinion of the International 

Court of Justice on the legal consequences of the separation of the Chagos archipelago from Mauritius in 1965’ 

(A/71/PV.88) (22 June 2017), available at https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N17/180/72/PDF/N1718072.pdf?OpenElement.   
4 ‘Written Statement: Submitted by the Republic of Cyprus’ to the ICJ in Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion 

(12 February 2018), at 4. 
5 ‘Oral Arguments to the ICJ in Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion, Public sitting held on 4 Sept 2018, at 3 

p.m.: Mr. Clerides, ‘Introduction’, at 5. 
6 ‘The Latest: Mauritius Ruling a “Tool” for Cyprus on UK Bases’ (Associated Press, 25 February 2019), 

https://apnews.com/article/444612dd7d434ee2ab1b923aca38ab65. 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N17/180/72/PDF/N1718072.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N17/180/72/PDF/N1718072.pdf?OpenElement
https://apnews.com/article/444612dd7d434ee2ab1b923aca38ab65
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The article is broadly divided in three parts. The first sets the scene by providing a brief history 

and description of the SBA (Section 2), an analysis of the legal status of the Areas (Section 3) 

and a summary of the law outlined by the ICJ in Chagos (Section 4). The second part of the 

article (Section 5) applies the Court’s findings to the SBA. It identifies four important 

differences between the two cases that make it more difficult for Cyprus, compared to 

Mauritius, to argue that its decolonisation process did not fully comply with the right to self-

determination. Finally, the third part (Section 6) questions whether developments since 1960, 

and in particular, the RoC’s close cooperation with the UK in relation to the Areas, give rise to 

arguments that would estop the Republic from challenging the SBA’s legality. The article 

concludes that, although not without significant obstacles, the Republic could, should it wish 

so, make a case for the illegality of the SBA.7 

 

2. A Brief History and Description of the Sovereign Base Areas  

Although it technically remained a part of the Ottoman Empire, Cyprus came under the control 

of the British in 1878.8 The island was officially annexed by the UK in 1914 and Turkey 

relinquished its rights in Cyprus in 1923.9 From 1955 onwards, calls for self-determination 

intensified and the UK began considering how best to safeguard its military interests. The idea 

of retaining sovereign military bases in Cyprus, while allowing the rest of the island a measure 

of self-determination, was floated for the first time in 195710 and remained a permanent feature 

of all proposals for the decolonisation of Cyprus that followed.11 In addition to maintaining 

that any future arrangement should safeguard its military interests, the UK insisted that the 

‘Cyprus problem’ was not only a colonial issue, but could also develop into an international 

conflict between Greece and Turkey, two of its NATO allies.12 It was, thus, fundamental that 

any solution to the ‘Cyprus problem’ was acceptable, not (only) to Cypriots, but first and 

foremost, to the two parent states. 

 
7 The article is not concerned with the related question of the forum in, and the process through, which such a 

legal challenge would materialise. Admittedly, it is difficult to see how the ICJ could rule on this question, either 

through a contentious case or an Advisory Opinion.  
8 Convention of Defensive Alliance between Great Britain and Turkey, Correspondence Respecting the 

Convention Between Great Britain and Turkey of 4 June 1878, C 2057. 
9 Treaty of Lausanne, signed on 24 July 1923, Article 20. 
10 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Memorandum by the Prime Minister’ (9 July 1957) (SECRET, C. (57) 161), at 2(a). 
11 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Note by the Secretary of the Cabinet’ (28 April 1958) (TOP SECRET, C. (58) 86), 

proposing the sharing of the island between the UK, Greece and Turkey and noting, at 8, that ‘the system of 

military enclaves remaining under full British sovereignty is an integral part of the plan’. 
12 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Memorandum by the Prime Minister’ (9 July 1957) (SECRET C. (57) 161), at 1.  
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Following a series of unsuccessful proposals by the British,13 in December 1958 the Greek and 

Turkish Foreign Ministers approached their UK counterpart and suggested that they were ready 

to negotiate between themselves a mutually acceptable settlement for the future of Cyprus.14 

Having received assurances that such a settlement would take into account British military 

interests, the UK gave its informal blessing for the Greco-Turkish negotiations to begin.15 

Between 5 and 11 February 1959, Greek and Turkish representatives met in Zurich, where they 

agreed the basic structure of what would become the RoC Constitution.16 On 12 February, this 

basic structure was shared with the UK, which agreed with it in principle, so long as its military 

interests in Cyprus, in the form of the SBA, were safeguarded.17 Five days after the conclusion 

of the Zurich Agreement, on 16 February 1959, Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot community 

leaders were invited to London and officially presented for the first time with what had been 

agreed to date.18 The two Cypriot delegations were headed by Archbishop Makarios, the Greek 

Cypriot who would become the first President of the Republic and Dr Kutchuk, the Turkish 

Cypriot who would become its first Vice-President. The UK, Greece, Turkey and the two 

Cypriot leaders acting as representatives of the newly formed Republic signed the Treaty of 

Establishment on 19 February 1959. Negotiations to determine, among others, the fine detail 

of the Constitution, the size of the SBA, what would happen if the UK wanted to dissolve its 

military bases in Cyprus and any financial compensation to be paid by the UK to the newly 

established Republic, continued after the signing of the Treaty and were successfully 

completed in July 1960.19 On 16 August 1960 the RoC was declared an independent state and 

the SBA were formed.20 

 

 
13 See, for example, the ‘Constitutional Proposals for Cyprus: Report Submitted to the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies by the Right Hon. Lord Radcliffe, G.B.E.’ (16 November 1956) (SECRET, C.P (56) 264). 
14 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 23rd December, 

1958, at 10ꞏ30 a.m.’ (23 December 1958) (SECRET, C.C (58) 87th Conclusions), at 2. 
15 Ibid; ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Friday, 13th February, 

1959, at 11 a.m.’ (13 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 9th Conclusions). 
16 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Note by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs: Basic Structure of the Republic of 

Cyprus’ (16 February 1959) (SECRET, C. (59) 25 (Revise). 
17 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Friday, 13th February, 

1959, at 11 a.m.’ (13 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 9th Conclusions). 
18 Ibid. 
19 Faustmann, ‘Independence Postponed: The Transitional Period in Cyprus 1959-1960’, 14 The Cyprus Review 

(2002) 99. 
20 [UK] Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia Order in Council (SI 1960/1368). 
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The SBA are two pieces of land – Akrotiri and Dhekelia – that jointly make up 99 square miles 

or 3% of the island of Cyprus, an area that is in itself larger than the island of Malta.21 Before 

1960, they were both agricultural areas inhabited by Cypriot farmers, indistinguishable from 

other parts of the island. Today, they are British military bases: areas that the UK retained 

under its sovereignty to use for military and defence purposes.22 They have an annual operating 

budget of £11.5 million23 and a population of 18,000 persons.24 Of these, approximately 7,000 

are British soldiers, civilian personnel and their families, and the remaining 11,000, are local 

residents.25  

 

While on paper the SBA operate as entities that are entirely independent from their surrounding 

territory, in practice, their day-to-day functioning relies on significant administrative support 

from the RoC. The Areas have their own laws, which consist of a mixture of Ordinances issued 

by the SBA Administrator26 (a position held by the Commander of the British Forces in 

Cyprus27), decisions of Secretaries of State,28 laws of the former colony of Cyprus that have 

not been repealed to date,29 common law and any Acts of the UK Parliament that have been 

explicitly extended to the SBA.30 Nevertheless, the discretion of the Administrator to issue 

Ordinances – the most common source of law in the Areas – is limited by a Declaration made 

by Her Majesty’s Government in 1960, commonly known as ‘Appendix O’, which provides 

that ‘[t]he laws applicable to the Cypriot population of the Sovereign Base Areas will be as far 

 
21 R (on the Application of Tag Eldin Ramadan Bashir and others) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department 

[2018] UKSC 45 (henceforth, ‘Bashir’), at 11. 
22 Declaration by Her Majesty’s Government Regarding the Administration of the Sovereign Base Areas, 

Appended to the Treaty of Establishment (henceforth, ‘Appendix O’), Section 2(i). Indicative of their military 

character is the fact that, unlike other UK-dependent territories that fall under the responsibility of the Foreign, 

Commonwealth and Development Office, the Areas fall under the responsibility of the Ministry of Defence. (I. 

Hendry and S. Dickson, British Overseas Territories Law (2 ed., 2018), at 193.) 
23 House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee, ‘Overseas Territories: Seventh Report of Session 200708: 

Volume II’, ‘Annex A, The Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia’ (6 July 2008), at 26. 
24 Dodds, Jensen and Constantinou, ‘Signposts: Cyprus, UK and the Future of the SBAs’, 160 The RUSI Journal 

(2015) 36, at 38. 
25 For the latest numbers, see ‘Sovereign Base Area Administration Statistics’, available at 

https://www.sbaadministration.org/index.php. 
26 According to Order in Council SI 1960/1369, as amended by SI 1966/1415, Section 4(1), the SBA Administrator 

is responsible for making ‘laws for the peace, order and good government’ of the SBA. A list of Ordinances and 

their full texts is available at 

https://www.sbaadministration.org/home/legislation/01_02_09_08_INDICES/20100101_SBA_LEG_INDEX_U

_JC.htm. 
27 ‘The SBA Administration (SBAA), available at https://www.sbaadministration.org/index.php/administration.  
28 Order in Council SI 1960/1369, Section 4(3)(a). 
29 Ibid, Section 5. 
30 Courts (Constitution and Jurisdiction) Ordinance (5 of 2007) [SBA], Section 33(1); Hendry and Dickson, supra 

note 22, at 369. 

https://www.sbaadministration.org/index.php
https://www.sbaadministration.org/home/legislation/01_02_09_08_INDICES/20100101_SBA_LEG_INDEX_U_JC.htm
https://www.sbaadministration.org/home/legislation/01_02_09_08_INDICES/20100101_SBA_LEG_INDEX_U_JC.htm
https://www.sbaadministration.org/index.php/administration
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as possible the same as the laws of the Republic.’31 Although the UK does not consider 

Appendix O to be legally binding, the Administrator generally complies with this obligation, 

thus ensuring that the laws regulating the lives of civilians in the RoC and the SBA are 

substantively the same.32 Responsibility for the enforcement of SBA laws, both for British 

personnel and local residents, lies with the SBA Administration.33 As a matter of practice 

however, the Administrator delegates the exercise of most of his functions and the 

implementation of the Ordinances he issues to RoC officials.34 Cooperative arrangements also 

exist between the RoC and the SBA in relation to the judiciary.35 The Areas have their own 

court system and SBA Courts have jurisdiction in all civil and criminal disputes whose facts 

took place in the Areas.36 Nevertheless, cases that involve Cypriots residing or operating within 

the SBA are generally dealt with by RoC Courts.37  

 

In order to ensure the functionality of the Areas, when the UK withdrew from Cyprus, it also 

kept control of about 40 ‘British Retained Sites and Installations’.38 The retained sites, that 

make up about 40 square miles in total, are formally under the sovereignty of the RoC, which 

is, however, totally suspended. In practice, this means that RoC officials or citizens cannot 

enter these enclosed areas without the explicit consent of the SBA Administration.39 

Additionally, and for the same reason, the UK retained a number of rights over the whole of 

the island of Cyprus. These are dizzying in their reach and potential implications. They include, 

inter alia, the right to obtain additional small sites that the UK considers necessary for the 

effective use of the SBA,40 the right to fly military aircraft in RoC airspace,41 the right to take 

control of RoC ports if they are to become inadequate to meet the needs of the SBA,42 and the 

right to make surveys ‘of any kind in any part of the Republic’.43 The UK can exercise these 

rights ‘after consultation’ with the RoC, but it does not need the Republic’s consent; the final 

 
31 Appendix O, supra note 22, Section 3(2). 
32 House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee, supra note 23 , at 7. 
33 Order in Council 1960/1369, Section 4(1)(a). 
34 Delegation of Functions Ordinance (17 of 2007), Explanatory Note, at 2. 
35 Hadjigeorgiou, ‘Sovereign Base Areas’, Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law (2022).  
36 An Ordinance to Provide for the Exercise of Jurisdiction by the Courts of the Republic of Cyprus and the Courts 

of the Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia Respectively in Civil and Criminal Cases Affecting Cypriots 

(6 of 1960). 
37 Appendix O, Section 3(13); [ROC] Courts Law (14/1960), Art. 20(1), Art. 21(1) and Art. 23(1) [in Greek]. 
38 Treaty of Establishment 1960, Annex B, Part II. 
39 Constantinou and Richmond, ‘The Long Mile of Empire: Power, Legitimation and the UK Bases in Cyprus’, 

10 Mediterranean Politics (2005) 65, at 70. 
40 Treaty of Establishment 1960, Annex B, Part II, Sections 1(1)–1(3). 
41 Ibid, Section 4(2). 
42 Ibid, Section 5(2). 
43 Ibid, Section 8(1). 
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arbiter of whether it is appropriate to exercise these rights is the British Crown. Further, without 

consultation or even notification, the UK authorities can use roads, ports and other facilities 

within the RoC freely for the movement of troops.44 Finally, the UK has retained the right to 

obtain, ‘after consultation’ with the RoC, ‘the use of such additional rights as the United 

Kingdom may, from time to time, consider technically necessary for the efficient uses’ of the 

Areas.45 Combined, these rights provide ‘possibly the most far reaching and comprehensive 

regime on access and freedom of movement’ of any of the foreign military bases that exist 

throughout the world.46 Since these rights were extended to the UK to ensure the functionality 

of the Areas, any discussion about the SBA’s legality also impacts whether and how these can 

be exercised.  

 

3. The Legal Status of the Sovereign Base Areas 

The UK has maintained since 1960 that Akrotiri and Dhekelia jointly form a UK-dependent 

territory. Conversely, the RoC has adopted a less consistent characterisation of the Areas. 

While in 1991, the Cypriot Supreme Court ruled that the SBA are a sui generis entity with an 

exclusively military character,47 more recently different branches of government have treated 

the SBA as a ‘colonial remnant’.48 Like with Mauritius in the 1970s and 1980s, this changing 

understanding of the Areas’ legal status has come about because it is now easier for the RoC 

to publicly acknowledge the colonial character of part of the island. Thus, despite earlier 

differences and although the two sides use different terms to describe them, the RoC and UK 

agree that the Areas are a direct continuation of Cyprus’ colonial history. 

 

The starting point for the British position that the SBA are a UK-dependent territory is found 

in Article 1 of the Treaty of Establishment, which states that  

The territory of the Republic of Cyprus shall comprise the Island of Cyprus, together 

with the islands lying off its coast, with the exception of the two areas defined in Annex 

A to this Treaty, which areas shall remain under the sovereignty of the United 

Kingdom. These areas are in this Treaty and its Annexes referred to as the Akrotiri 

Sovereign Base Area and the Dhekelia Sovereign Base Area. (my emphasis) 

 
44 Ibid, Section 4(1). 
45 Ibid, Section 9(1). 
46 J. Woodliffe, The Peacetime Use of Foreign Military Installations under Modern International Law (1992), at 

144-145. 
47 Graham Thomas Preece v. Estia Asfalistiki  (1991) 1 CLR 568 [RoC Supreme Court, in Greek] (henceforth, 

‘Estia’). 
48 RoC House of Representatives Resolution 174 of 22 March 2012, at 4 [in Greek]. 
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The choice of the word ‘remain’ suggests that there is a continuity between the pre-1960 era, 

when the Areas were undoubtedly part of a colony, and the post-1960 period.49 The position 

that the SBA are a UK-dependent territory has long been adopted by the SBA Courts,50 but 

more recently and authoritatively, has also been accepted by the UK Supreme Court. As the 

Court unanimously held in R (on the Application of Tag Eldin Ramadan Bashir and others) v 

Secretary of State for the Home Department,  

The Cyprus Act 1960 [which gave effect to the Treaty of Establishment] did not alter 

the status of the SBAs, but merely excluded them from the transfer of territory to the 

new Republic of Cyprus. … In the case of the SBAs, the only change which occurred 

in 1960 was that whereas they had previously been part of the UK-dependent territory 

of Cyprus, they were thereafter the whole of it.51 

 

This finding is in line with a number of other British primary and secondary sources. The 

British Nationality Act 1981, Schedule 6 and the British Overseas Territories Act 2002, Section 

1(1) list Akrotiri and Dhekelia among the UK’s 14 Overseas Territories. Halsbury’s Laws of 

England notes that the Areas ‘are to be regarded […] as constituting a colony acquired by 

consent or cession as of 5th November 1914’,52 while Hendry and Dickson conclude that all 

British Overseas Territories, among them the Areas, fall within the definition of colony under 

the Interpretation Act 1978, Schedule 1.53  

 

Conversely, the RoC Supreme Court has relied on Article 1(2) of Appendix O, which declares 

the UK’s intention ‘[n]ot to set up and administer colonies’ in Cyprus. This is also confirmed 

in Section 2(i) of the Treaty of Establishment, which reiterates the UK’s promise ‘[n]ot to 

develop the Sovereign Base Areas for other than military purposes’. The Court then held that  

there is no doubt that the Sovereign Base Areas are neither a state, nor a colony, but 

areas on the island of Cyprus over which the United Kingdom during the establishment 

of the Republic and for military and defence purposes only, retained its sovereignty, 

 
49 Antoniades and Others v. The Administrator of the Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia (Judicial 

Review 2 of 2013) [SBA Senior Judges’ Court], at 8. 
50 Ibid; Mentesh Aziz v. The Queen (Criminal Appeal 5 of 1998) [SBA Senior Judges’ Court]), at 2. 
51 Bashir, supra note 21, at 69. 
52 Lord Hailsham of St Marylebone, Halsbury’s Laws of England vol 6 (4 th ed., 1991), at 1074. 
53 Hendry and Dickson, supra note 22, at 4. 
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subject to the restrictions referred to in the above multilateral and bilateral documents 

[i.e. the Treaty of Establishment and Appendix O].54 

This position has been confirmed in subsequent cases of the RoC Courts55 and has been 

advanced by Cypriot authors56 and in Cypriot publications.57 

 

Although unambiguously stated at the time, this position has been impliedly revised since. The 

RoC’s House of Representatives has unanimously passed four resolutions on the SBA over the 

years: in 1979, 2005, 2007 and 2012. The 1979 resolution made no reference to the legal status 

of the Areas and merely vaguely alluded to an entirely demilitarised Cyprus in the future.58 The 

2005 Resolution referred to the ‘relevant decisions of the UN for the abolition of colonialism’ 

and the principle of self-determination,59 but its characterisation of the SBA is broadly in line 

with that of the RoC Supreme Court in Estia.60 The 2007 and 2012 Resolutions, on the other 

hand, make a lot more explicit references to colonialism and do not mention the declared sui 

generis character of the Areas at all. Thus, the 2007 Resolution states that ‘[t]he rights of the 

UK that stem from the Treaty of Establishment constitute remnants of colonialism’.61 

Similarly, the 2012 Resolution declares that ‘the operation of the British bases constitutes a 

blatant violation of fundamental rights of Cypriots and a mutilation of the territorial integrity 

and sovereignty of the Cypriot state’.62 It adds that ‘[t]he alleged rights of the UK that stem 

from the Treaty of Establishment constitute remnants of colonialism and, as such, are a blatant 

anachronism’.63 All resolutions from 2005 onwards make general references, and conclude that 

the existence of a UK-dependent territory in Cyprus is contrary, to international law. Finally, 

the position that the SBA are a colony was articulated by the then Speaker of the House of 

Representatives (and subsequently, President of the RoC) during a 2006 interview he provided 

to the Rapporteur of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights of the Parliamentary 

 
54 Estia, supra note 47, at 582. An observation that would support the argument that the SBA are not a colony, 

which was, nevertheless, not discussed by the RoC Supreme Court, is that Cyprus was included in the list of non-

self-governing territories before 1960, but Akrotiri and Dhekelia were not added to the list after 1960. (‘List of 

Former Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories’, available at 

https://www.un.org/dppa/decolonization/en/history/former-trust-and-nsgts.)  
55 Astinomikos Diefthindis Lemesou ν. PNP Pick Pay Ltd (Case No 7921/09) [9 December 2009, RoC Assize 

Court, in Greek]. 
56 A. Emilianides, Constitutional Law in Cyprus (2nd ed., 2019), at 30. 
57 Pellet, ‘The British Sovereign Base Areas’, Cyprus Yearbook of International Law (2012) 57. 
58 RoC House of Representatives Resolution 52 of 21 June 1979, at 4 [in Greek].  
59 RoC House of Representatives Resolution 144 of 30 June 2005, at preamble [in Greek]. 
60 Ibid, at 1. 
61 RoC House of Representatives Resolution 150 of 19 April 2007, at preamble [in Greek]. 
62 RoC House of Representatives Resolution 174 of 22 March 2012, supra note 48, at preamble [in Greek].  
63 Ibid. 

https://www.un.org/dppa/decolonization/en/history/former-trust-and-nsgts
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Assembly of the Council of Europe.64 Mr Christofias was categorical that ‘the SBAs are a 

remnant of colonialism and that the British should leave’.65 

 

At least for the last decade and a half, therefore, the UK and the RoC have been in agreement 

about the legal characterisation of the Areas. They are, not unique entities in international law 

over which the UK exercises limited sovereignty, but a UK-dependent territory. This change 

is arguably the result of a growing realisation among Cypriots that only if the SBA are labelled 

accurately, can their legality, or lack thereof, be addressed. As the RoC Attorney-General stated 

in his oral submissions in Chagos, ‘the application of [the principles of decolonisation] cannot 

be avoided by attaching a different label - for example, by calling a given area a “military base” 

as opposed to a “colony”, or by declaring that a given area is not a “colony”.’66 

 

4. The Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion 

In Chagos, the General Assembly asked the ICJ to answer two questions.67 The first was 

whether the decolonisation process was lawfully completed when Mauritius gained 

independence in 1968, after Chagos Archipelago had been separated from its territory, to be 

retained as a colony, in 1965. The second was to assess the consequences under international 

law of the UK’s continued administration of the Chagos Archipelago. To answer these 

questions, the ICJ had to clarify the content of the right to self-determination, which the 

decolonisation process was intended to give effect to. The Court did this by making four related 

statements:68 first, by December 1960 the latest, the right to self-determination had crystallised 

 
64 A. Gross, Situation of the Inhabitants of the Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia (Committee on 

Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, 4 April 2007). 
65 Ibid, at 6. 
66 ‘Oral Arguments: Mr. Clerides, Introduction’, supra note 5, at 5. 
67 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 71/292 (A/71/L.73), ‘Request for an advisory opinion of the 

International Court of Justice on the legal consequences of the separation of the Chagos Archipelago from 

Mauritius in 1965’. 
68 The argument made by the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office that ‘[t]his is an advisory opinion, not a 

judgment’ (implying that there is no legal obligation to comply with it), will not be discussed here. (Quoted in 

‘UN court rejects UK’s claim of sovereignty over Chagos Islands’ (Guardian, 25 February 2019, available at 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/25/un-court-rejects-uk-claim-to-sovereignty-over-chagos-

islands.) In any case, in Dispute Concerning Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary between Mauritius and 

Maldives in the Indian Ocean (Mauritius/Maldives) Preliminary Objections (28 January 2021), ITLOS relied on 

the ICJ’s Advisory Opinion to conclude that ‘the legal status of the Chagos Archipelago has been clarified by the 

advisory opinion of the ICJ’ (at 243). The UK’s failure to comply with the legal obligations stemming from the 

Advisory Opinion further strengthened the Special Chamber’s finding that its sovereignty claim was unfounded 

(at 229). For a commentary on the case, see Burri and Trinidad, ‘Dispute Concerning Delimitation of the Maritime 

Boundary between Mauritius and Maldives in the Indian Ocean, Preliminary Objections (ITLOS)’, 60(6) 

International Legal Materials (2021) 969. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/25/un-court-rejects-uk-claim-to-sovereignty-over-chagos-islands
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/25/un-court-rejects-uk-claim-to-sovereignty-over-chagos-islands
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into customary international law;69 second, the right to territorial integrity of a non-self-

governing territory is a corollary to the right to self-determination;70 third, a detachment of part 

of a colony before independence is in violation of the right to self-determination, unless this 

decision is based on the free and genuine will of the people of the concerned territory;71 and 

fourth, whether such free and genuine will had been exercised should be subject to heighted 

scrutiny in situations where a part of the non-self-governing territory was separated to create a 

new colony.72  

 

The Court based its first finding – that by 1960 the right to self-determination had crystallised 

into customary international law – on UN General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 

December 1960. It found that Resolution 1514, which had been passed with 89 votes in favour, 

nine abstentions and no votes against, was of a declaratory character, essentially announcing 

to the world that the right was already in existence.73 The Court drew support for this 

conclusion from the fact that in the 1960s, 28 non-self-governing territories achieved 

independence, a development that was clearly related to the passing of Resolution 1514.74 

Reference was also made in the Advisory Opinion to the UN Charter and Resolutions that had 

been passed before 1960, with the Court noting that these were relevant in assessing the 

evolution of the law on self-determination, as both state practice and opinio juris had been 

consolidated and confirmed gradually over time.75  

 

The Court’s second finding was that the right to self-determination applies to the entirety of 

the non-self-governing territory and, that therefore, entailed within it, was the right to territorial 

integrity. This was based on para. 6 of Resolution 1514, which provides that ‘[a]ny attempt 

aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a 

country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.’ 

In reaching this conclusion, the ICJ impliedly rejected the UK’s argument that the colonial 

power had the right to alter a colony’s territory at any stage before independence76 and 

confirmed that the welfare of the colonised population is more important than any financial or 

 
69 Chagos, supra note 1, at 150. 
70 Ibid, at 160. 
71 Ibid, at 157. 
72 Ibid, at 172. 
73 Ibid, at 152.  
74 Ibid, at 150. 
75 Ibid, at 142. 
76 ‘Written Comments of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland’ to the ICJ in Chagos 

Archipelago Advisory Opinion (14 May 2018), at 4.44. 
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military interests the colonial power is keen to protect.77 Also derived from Resolution 1514 

was the ICJ’s third finding, namely that the exercise of the right to self-determination ‘must be 

the expression of the free and genuine will of the people concerned.’78 In reaching this 

conclusion, the Court relied on its previous findings in Western Sahara Advisory Opinion, that 

‘[t]he validity of the principle of self-determination [is] defined as the need to pay regard to 

the freely expressed will of peoples’,79 an obligation that Judge Nagendra Singh had considered 

to be ‘the very sine qua non of all decolonization’.80 Having emphasised the importance of 

consent in the process of decolonisation, the ICJ reached its fourth conclusion: the test for 

whether the free will of the people had in fact been exercised when a part of a non-self-

governing territory was separated to create a new colony is one of ‘heighted scrutiny’.81 

 

The Court did not elaborate on what exactly triggers the ‘heightened scrutiny’ test.82 

Immediately before referring to this test, the ICJ noted that ‘it is not possible to talk of an 

international agreement, when one of the parties to it, Mauritius, which is said to have ceded 

the territory to the United Kingdom, was under the authority of the latter.’83 This could be read 

as suggesting that the mere existence of a dependency relationship is enough to call for 

heightened scrutiny.84 Judge Sebutinde in a Separate Opinion expressly disagreed with this and 

noted that the free and genuine will of the people was not necessarily vitiated by Mauritius’ 

status as a colony.85 Rather, it was the fact that the UK had already taken legal and 

administrative decisions about Chagos’ detachment without informing Mauritius that made it 

necessary to adopt a heightened scrutiny test. Also different, is Judge Robinson’s position that 

what undermined free consent was the general atmosphere of intimidation and coercion that 

existed when the Mauritian Premier met with the British Prime Minister to discuss the future 

 
77 McCorquodale, Robinson and Peart, ‘Territorial Integrity and Consent in the Chagos Advisory Opinion’, 69 

International and Comparative Law Quarterly (2020) 221, at 227. 
78 Chagos, supra note 1, at 157. 
79 Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, 16 October 1975, ICJ Reports (1975) 12, at 59. 
80 Ibid, Separate Opinion of Nagendra Singh, at 81. 
81 Chagos, supra note 1, at 172. 
82 Fajdiga et al, ‘Heightened Scrutiny of Colonial Consent According to the Chagos Advisory Opinion: Pandora’s 

Box Reopened?’ in T. Burri and J. Trinidad (ed.), The International Court of Justice and Decolonization: New 

Directions from the Chagos Advisory Opinion (2021) 207, at 209. 
83 Chagos, supra note 1, at 172. 
84 Marko Milanovic, ‘ICJ Delivers Chagos Advisory Opinion, UK Loses Badly’ (25 Feb 2019, EJIL: Talk!). 

Alternatively, it could be seen as a response from the ICJ to the Arbitral Tribunal’s statements in the Chagos 

Marine Protected Area Arbitration at 421 that ‘the undertakings provided by the United Kingdom at Lancaster 

House formed part of the quid pro quo through which Mauritian agreement to the detachment of the Chagos 

Archipelago from Mauritius was procured.’ 
85 Chagos, supra note 1, Separate Opinion of Judge Sebutinde, at 14. 
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of the Archipelago.86 What could have also triggered the need for heightened scrutiny was, as 

the Court’s description of the facts implies,87 the fact that the UK used the prospect of full 

independence to push the Mauritian Premier into accepting Chagos’ separation.88 Ultimately, 

the Court’s reasoning for adopting a heightened scrutiny test is arguably encapsulated in Judge 

Gaja’s observation that an administering power is under a duty ‘to promote the well-being of 

the inhabitants’ of the non-self-governing territory.89 Establishing a new colony, constructing 

a military base and expelling the indigenous population from it are not acts that are in line with 

this duty.90 If the only justification for such a decision is that the inhabitants consented to this, 

one must be certain – and therefore, must critically examine and not just assume – that such 

consent was indeed given.91 

 

Under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969, an international agreement is 

voided if it had been signed following coercion of a State’s representative (Art. 51) or if the 

State itself had been threatened or subjected to the use of force (Art. 52). It is clear that when 

the ICJ referred to the heighted scrutiny test, it had in mind a range of broader circumstances 

that would vitiate consent. The two tests (the first relating to agreements between States under 

the Vienna Convention; the second to agreements between a State and a colony established by 

the ICJ in Chagos) differ because they are shaped by distinct considerations.92 When two states 

enter into a treaty, the assumption is that they are both equal and sovereign, thus the principle 

of pacta sunt servanda applies. Conversely, when a state and a non-self-governing territory 

enter into a treaty (usually one that signals the latter’s independence), the governing principle 

is not value-neutral; it aims for the elimination of colonialism. It is because of this consideration 

that whether the ‘heighted scrutiny’ test is satisfied cannot be answered by relying on a series 

of procedural requirements. Rather, ‘heightened scrutiny’ comprises of ‘an evaluation of the 

full array of circumstances […] which, either individually or cumulatively, are apt to impair 

the free and genuine consent of a colony’.93 The following section explores these circumstances 

in the case of Cyprus. 

 
86 Ibid, Separate Opinion of Judge Robinson, at 94. 
87 Chagos, supra note 1, at 98-112.  
88 See, in particular, a meeting whose objective was to ‘frighten him [the Mauritian Premier] with hope: hope that 

he might get independence; Fright lest he might not unless he is sensible about the detachment of the Chagos 

Archipelago’. (Quoted in Chagos, supra note 1, at 105.)  
89 Chagos, supra note 1, Separate Opinion of Judge Gaja, at 1. 
90 Ibid. 
91 McCorquodale, Robinson and Peart, supra note 77, at 230. 
92 Fajdiga et al, supra note 82. 
93 Ibid, at 220. 
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5. The Creation of the Sovereign Base Areas 

This section applies the law outlined in Chagos to the creation of the SBA. A comparison 

between the two is appropriate because in both cases, a part of a colony was separated before 

independence in order to create a military base under British sovereignty that remains in 

operation today. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged from the outset that there are 

differences between how this happened in each instance. These differences suggest that the 

Republic will find it more difficult than Mauritius, albeit not impossible, to challenge the 

legality of the separation of its territory. Section 5 focuses on four such differences. First, while 

Mauritius achieved independence in 1968, at a time when the existence of the right to self-

determination was virtually undisputed, the RoC was created in August 1960, four months 

before the passing of Resolution 1514. Second, Chagos was separated from Mauritius without 

any consultation with the local population. Conversely, the separation of the SBA was preceded 

by intense negotiations and a general election. Third, while Mauritians agreed to Chagos’ 

separation and their independence without any support from third states, Greece and Turkey 

were actively involved in the negotiations for the independence of the Republic and the creation 

of the Areas. Fourth, the separation of Chagos from Mauritius became possible through the 

forced displacement of some 2,000 Chagossians.94 Nothing similar happened in Cyprus. In 

fact, Appendix O includes additional protections for the locals residing in the SBA and ensures 

that they will be subject to substantively the same laws as those of the Republic.  

 

A. The SBA were Created before the Passing of Resolution 1514 

The first finding of the Court – that by the time Resolution 1514 was adopted the right to self-

determination had crystallised into customary international law – is one of the biggest hurdles 

that the RoC will have to overcome if it ever chooses to challenge the legality of the SBA. The 

ICJ’s legal analysis in Chagos almost entirely relies on the wording of the Resolution. This 

was passed by the General Assembly on 14 December 1960, yet the Treaty of Establishment 

was signed, and the SBA were created, four months prior, on 16 August. Thus, one 

interpretation of the law is that the Advisory Opinion is irrelevant to Cyprus since Resolution 

1514 did not exist, and the right to self-determination did not apply, when it was granted its 

independence. Even if this argument is accepted in principle, it should be dismissed in the 

specific case of the SBA since the UK had acknowledged that the principle of self-

 
94 ECtHR, Chagos Islanders v. United Kingdom, Appl. no. 35622/04, Judgment of 11 December 2012, at 1.  
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determination was relevant and should be protected in Cyprus, long before it granted the 

Republic its independence in 1960.95 In 1956, for example, the UK Cabinet agreed to announce 

that ‘[a]s regards self-determination for Cyprus, the United Kingdom Government had already 

accepted the principle’.96 

 

Cyprus-specific arguments notwithstanding, the position that the right to self-determination 

has no role to play in countries that received their independence before 14 December 1960 is 

unpersuasive. The ICJ might have characterised the adoption of Resolution 1514 as ‘a defining 

moment in the consolidation of state practice on decolonisation’,97 but at no point did it state 

that the rule of self-determination was formed with the adoption of this Resolution. To the 

contrary, the Court’s statement that the Resolution ‘clarifies the content and scope of the right 

to self-determination’ suggests that the right was necessarily in existence before the adoption 

of the Resolution that clarified it.98 Support for this argument is also found in the submissions 

of several states in Chagos: of the 12 submissions made to the ICJ about the history and 

development of the right, seven argued that the right existed before the passing of Resolution 

1514.99 Of the other five, two (the UK and the USA) argued that the right to self-determination 

had not crystallised at the time of Mauritius’ independence and three100 submitted that the right 

had crystallised with the adoption of Resolution 1514.  

 

However, if the right to self-determination crystallised before December 1960, it is not entirely 

clear when this was. One argument is that the right was formed in 1945 with the drafting of the 

UN Charter. Several provisions of the Charter – among them Art. 1, 55, 56, 73 and 74 – mention 

or describe self-determination and create specific obligations for states that stem from this. 

Support for this argument is derived from the fact that while the English version of the Charter 

refers to the principle of self-determination, the equally authoritative French version uses the 

 
95 For a more detailed discussion of how the UK invoked self-determination as a distinctly legal concept in the 

1940s, this time in Sudan, see Chasapis Tassinis and Nouwen, ‘“The Consequences of Duty Done”? British 

Attitudes towards Self-Determination and the Case of the Sudan’, The British Yearbook of International Law 

(2019).  
96 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 21st June, 1956, 

at 11 a.m.’ (21 June 1956) (SECRET, C.C (56) 45th Conclusions), at 1.  
97 Chagos, supra note 1, at 150. 
98 Ibid. 
99 The seven submissions were from the African Union, Belize, Mauritius, the Netherlands, Nicaragua (in its 

second submission), Serbia (in its second submission) and South Africa. 
100 These are Argentina, India and the Marshal Islands. 
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term ‘droit à disposer d'eux-mêmes’.101 Alternatively, it could be argued that the UN Charter 

did not ‘impose direct and immediate obligations on Member States’ but marked ‘an important 

turning point’ that would lead, at a later date, to the crystalllisation of the right.102 One such 

later date could be 1952, the year when the General Assembly passed Resolution 545 and 

agreed to add the right to the two International Covenants on Human Rights that were being 

drafted at the time.103 Nevertheless, Resolution 545 might indicate the existence of ‘strong 

moral and political support’ for the right, but it does not provide strong evidence of opinio 

juris.104 Coupled with the fact that state practice was, in the 1940s and early 1950s, essentially 

non-existent makes this argument unlikely to be successful. 

 

A more plausible alternative date for the crystallisation of the right is 1957. Between 1950 and 

1957, the General Assembly passed eight resolutions that referred to the right to self-

determination.105 When reporting on the 12th (1957) and 13th (1958) sessions of the General 

Assembly, the Secretary-General noted that the majority of Member States ‘wished only to 

reaffirm the right of self-determination. They emphasized that the General Assembly had 

already recognized self-determination as a fundamental right in resolutions adopted at previous 

sessions’.106 Further, Resolution 1188, adopted by the General Assembly on 11 December 1957 

by 65 votes to none and 13 abstentions, reaffirmed in para. 1 that Member States bearing 

responsibility ‘for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories shall promote the 

realization and facilitate the exercise of the right [to self-determination] by the peoples of such 

Territories’. Many of the States that abstained took issue, not with the fact that self-

determination was treated as a right, but with the fact that this paragraph only recognised the 

people of Non-Self-Governing Territories as right holders.107 By 1957, therefore, the existence 

of a legal right to self-determination was widely accepted by Member States; any 

 
101 This argument was made by Brazil, Djibouti and Mauritius in their submissions to the ICJ in Chagos supra 

note 1. 
102 A. Cassese, Self-determination of Peoples: A Legal Reappraisal (1995), at 43. Also see, M. Shaw, Title to 

Territory in Africa: International Legal Issues (1986), at 75; D. Raič, Statehood and the Law of Self-

Determination (2002), at 217. 
103 UN General Assembly Resolution 545(VI) of 5 February 1952. 
104 ‘Written Comments of the United States of America’ to the ICJ in Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion (15 

May 2018), at 3.16. 
105 These are: (1) Resolution 421(V) of 1950; (2) Resolution 545(VI) of 1952; (3) Resolution 637 A(VII) of 1952; 

(4) Resolution 637 C(VII) of 1952; (5) Resolution 738(VIII) of 1963; (6) Resolution 837(IX) of 1954; (7) United 

Nations General Assembly: Report of the Third Committee, Draft International Covenants on Human Rights, UN 

doc. A/3077, 8 Dec. 1955 ; and (8) Resolution 1188(XII) of 1957. 
106 United Nations Secretariat, Repertory of practice of UN organs on Article 1(2) of the UN Charter (1955-1959), 

Supplement No. 2 (Volume I), Article 1(2), pp. 41-42, at 51-52. 
107 ‘Written Statement of the Kingdom of the Netherlands’ to the ICJ in Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion 

(27 February 2018), at 3.6. 
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disagreements that remained concerned the scope of the right and whether this should be 

extended to contexts not relating to decolonisation. This argument was accepted by Judge 

Robinson who noted in his Separate Opinion that when, between 1957 and 1960, 18 countries 

– the RoC among them – ‘became independent, they did so in exercise of an existing right 

under international law.’108   

 

Successfully contending that the right to self-determination had crystallised into customary 

international law before the passing of Resolution 1514 is essential if the RoC is to argue that 

the creation of the SBA was illegal. While, however, the argument is theoretically persuasive, 

it is, in practice, difficult to point to a moment of crystallisation earlier than 1960. One plausible 

alternative that the RoC could advance is 11 December 1957. Resolution 1188 arguably 

received limited attention in Chagos, not because it provided an inadequate legal authority for 

the crystallisation of the right, but because the facts of the Advisory Opinion made it 

unnecessary for the ICJ to rely anything other than Resolution 1514.  

 

B. Cypriots Formally Consented to the Creation of the SBA 

In principle, there is nothing legally problematic with a state ceding part of its territory. 

Although the principle of uti possidetis and Resolution 1514 create a presumption that the 

borders of the newly independent state will reflect those of the ex-colony, it is within the rights 

of any state to redraw its borders and leave some part of its territory to a former colonial power 

or a third state. Indeed, the argument goes, it is precisely one of the attributes of an entity that 

has exercised the right to self-determination, that it has the legal capacity to make such 

territorial dispossession. This argument, of course, is premised on the idea that the newly 

established state was acting voluntarily when it decided to redraw its borders. If the 

negotiations that led to this decision took place at a time when it was a colony, it is still 

necessary to assess, using the heighted scrutiny test, whether it was indeed the product of the 

free and genuine will of the people. 

 

This leads to the second major difference between the two cases. While the decision to separate 

Chagos from Mauritius was not preceded by any sort of referendum or general election, the 

creation of the SBA was at least impliedly endorsed by the Cypriot public in two ways. First, 

the de facto leaders of the Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities, who would later 

 
108 Chagos, supra note 1, Separate Opinion of Judge Robinson, at 17. 
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become the first President and Vice-President of the RoC, signed the Treaty of 

Establishment.109 Second, the creation of the Areas was indirectly approved by the Cypriot 

population when it voted in the country’s first democratic elections, some ten months after the 

singing of the Treaty and eight months before independence. It appears, therefore, that while it 

was relatively easy for Mauritius to make a prima facie case that Chagos’ separation was not 

the product of the free and genuine will of its people, this will be significantly harder to prove 

for the RoC. Nevertheless, a closer examination of the facts in Cyprus suggests that neither the 

leaders’ involvement nor the holding of general elections provide compelling evidence of the 

exercise of free and genuine will that the heightened scrutiny test demands.  

 

Whether the SBA would be created or not, was never the subject of any meaningful negotiation 

since the UK had, from the outset, inextricably linked the RoC’s independence with the 

retention of the Areas. The confidence and frequency with which the UK Ministers spoke about 

the establishment of military bases in Cyprus, before this was agreed to by the Cypriots, is 

striking. According to a ‘Top Secret’ Cabinet Paper, dated 26 July 1957, the UK made clear to 

the USA that ‘Her Majesty’s Government have not made up their minds for or against any 

particular solution. It must be understood, however, that they could not regard any solution as 

acceptable which did not – (i) allow them to retain their minimum essential military facilities 

under British sovereignty.’110 The same document identified Akrotiri and Dhekelia as the first 

two locations the UK was considering for these military facilities.  

 

When the ‘Cyprus problem’ was discussed between the Greek, Turkish and British 

governments in February 1958, it was reported to the Cabinet by the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs that ‘it was made clear by me that whatever happened, British bases under 

British sovereignty would remain in the island. This was accepted by Turkish and Greek 

Ministers’.111 The same document noted that the UK Government had already declared its 

 
109 CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 19th February, 

1959, at 11 a.m.’ (19 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 11th Conclusions), at 2. 
110 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Note by the Prime Minister’ (26 July 1957) (TOP SECRET, C. (57) 178), at 2. Unlike 

in Chagos, the USA does not play an active role in the management or operation of the SBA. However, it was 

involved behind the scenes in the negotiations that led to the creation of the SBA (Foreign Office 371/130112, 

RGG1051/25G, ‘Policy on Cyprus’, Bermuda Conference, 26 March 1957) and allegedly played a decisive role 

in convincing the UK not to return the Areas to the Republic when their strategic power diminished in the mid-

1960s ((US) National Archives and Records Administration: RG59, CFPF, 1964-1966, Political and Defence, 

Cyprus: telegram, from the US Embassy in London to the State Department, 28 November 1966.). 
111 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs’ (17 February 1958) 

(SECRET, C. (58) 43), at 12. 
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‘acceptance for the principle of self-determination’ and its ‘intention to achieve a settlement of 

the Cyprus problem’. However, it stipulated ‘as fundamental conditions of such a settlement 

… (b) that such bases and installations as may be required to meet the security and strategic 

requirements of Her Majesty’s Government … are retained’.112 A year later, in February 1959 

when the Greek and Turkish Foreign Ministers brought the Zurich Agreement they had 

negotiated to London for approval, they made sure to note that ‘their Governments would be 

prepared to concede in full our own [i.e. the British] strategic requirements in Cyprus including 

the establishment of military bases in enclaves retained under British sovereignty’.113 Even a 

year after the Treaty of Establishment had been signed, in a ‘Memorandum by [the UK] 

Minister of Defence’, it was explicitly stated that ‘It will be remembered that a basic condition 

of the London Agreements [that resulted in the signing of the Treaty of Establishment] was 

that we should retain two areas as military bases under full British sovereignty.’114 The fact 

that independence was conditional on the retention of the SBA provides compelling evidence 

that the decision of the Cypriot representatives to sign the Treaty of Establishment was not the 

product of their ‘free and genuine will’.  

 

The second reason why, unlike the Mauritians, Cypriots appear to have consented to the 

creation of the SBA is that general elections were held ten months after the Treaty of 

Establishment had been signed and eight months before the RoC and the SBA were formed. 

The contents of the Treaty were well known at the time of the elections, which nevertheless 

resulted in overwhelming wins for the two leaders who participated in the negotiations: 

Archbishop Makarios was elected President by 67% of the Greek Cypriots and Dr Kutchuk ran 

unopposed. This could be interpreted as indirect public endorsement of the contents of the 

Treaty and the creation of the Areas. However, the argument becomes less compelling when 

one understands the political context in which the elections took place. Whether the SBA would 

be separated from the RoC was not the only, or even the main question that was debated in the 

months leading to the general elections. How political power would be divided between the 

Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities and the fact that Greece, Turkey and the UK 

 
112 Ibid, Annex A. Similar statements were made again in ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Note by the Acting Secretary 

of the Cabinet’, (29 April 1958) (TOP SECRET, C. (58) 89), ‘Appendix A: Draft Agreement concerning the 

Island of Cyprus’, Article II. The same stipulation was also included in ‘Cabinet Paper: Note by the Secretary of 

the Cabinet’, (12 May 1958) (SECRET, C. (58) 106) Annex, at 1.  
113 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 12th February, 

1959, at 11ꞏ15 a.m.’ (12 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 7th Conclusions), at 1. 
114 ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Memorandum by Minister of Defence’ (7 March 1960) (SECRET, C. (60) 44), at 1. 

This was also expressly stated in ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Colonies’ 

(4 January 1958) (TOP SECRET, C. (58) 4), at 4. 
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were given the right to militarily and unilaterally intervene in Cyprus, were questions that 

monopolised political debates, often to the detriment of discussions relating to the Areas.115  

 

Moreover, none of the candidates challenged, at the time, the content of the Treaty of 

Establishment.116 The Communist Party had the support of a sizable portion of the Greek 

Cypriot population117 and at least some of its members wanted to overthrow the Treaty of 

Establishment or were only willing to accept it for an interim period.118 Yet, the British 

Governor only lifted the ban on the Communist Party that was in place at the time on 4 

December 1959, one week before the general election took place.119 Thus, those who opposed 

the creation of the SBA, had no candidate to rally behind in the elections.120 Evidence that there 

was public opposition towards the creation of the Areas is found in newspapers of the time. On 

the day of the elections, Charavgi, the main left-wing newspaper in Cyprus, published a list of 

15 reasons why the public should not vote for Archbishop Makarios (Figure 1). The first reason 

on the list is ‘BECAUSE he signed without the will and approval of the people the ignominious 

Zurich-London Agreements’. On 11 December 1960, the Greek newspaper, Vima, published a 

cartoon called ‘The British Machinations’. It showed Archbishop Makarios and Dr Kutchuk 

standing outside a building called ‘Independent Cyprus’ and holding a sign that states ‘London-

Zurich Agreements’. Selwyn Lloyd, the then UK Foreign Secretary, was depicted as breaking 

into the building – thus violating Cyprus’ independence – while holding a briefcase called 

‘Bases’. The caption below the cartoon showed Selwyn Lloyd using a Greek proverb and 

saying, ‘The good lad knows a different path’ (Figure 2). 

 

 
115 Faustmann, supra note 19, at 110-113. 
116 Ibid. 
117 ‘Cabinet Paper: Strategic Review of the Cyprus Problem’ (18 July 1955) (TOP SECRET, C.P (55) 82), at 6. 
118 Faustmann, supra note 19, at 103. 
119 Ibid., at 103. This decision to silence those who could oppose what had been agreed in London and Zurich is 

unlikely to have been an accident. It is, for instance, in line with the decision not to put the creation of the SBA 

to a referendum. The reason a referendum did not take place was not because this had never been considered by 

the British. In fact, when different proposals for Cyprus’ decolonisation were made in 1956 and 1958, these did 

envision that they would be ratified by a general plebiscite. (‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 12th June, 1956, at 11 a.m.’ (12 June 1956) (SECRET, C.M (56) 41st 

Conclusions), at 6; ‘Cabinet Paper: Cyprus: Note by the Acting Secretary of the Cabinet’ (29 April 1958) (TOP 

SECRET, C. (58) 89), ‘Appendix A: Draft Agreement concerning the Island of Cyprus’, Article II.) Yet, when 

the Zurich and London Accords were concluded in 1959, no discussions for a plebiscite appear to have taken 

place. 
120 This was also alluded to by the RoC in its oral arguments in Chagos, when it noted that ‘the colonized people 

voting in such cases are not given any meaningful choice as between independence of the whole territorial unit 

and independence with a part of the territory excised. The excision is presented as a fait accompli.’ (‘Oral 

Arguments: Mr. Polyviou, Comments on the Merits’, supra note 5, at 14.) 
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Figure 1: Charavgi, 13 December 1959                       Figure 2: To Vima, 11 December 1960 

 

Finally, it is worth noting that the general elections took place on 13 December 1959, while 

the negotiations that followed the Zurich-London Agreements continued until July 1960. 

During this 7-month period, important decisions about the future and administration of the 

SBA were taken. These focused on debates concerning the size of the Areas,121 whether 

Appendix O would be legally binding,122 and what would happen to the Areas if they were no 

longer needed by the UK.123 So heated were the negotiations that in January 1960, the 

Undersecretary of State for the Colonies had to convene another conference in London between 

British, Greek, Turkish and Cypriot delegates in order to resolve their disagreements.124 As late 

as April 1960, four months after the elections and 14 months after the signing of the Treaty of 

Establishment, the Undersecretary of State for the Colonies was instructed by Cabinet to ‘have 

an informal meeting with Archbishop Makarios with a view to making it clear that, unless he 

accepted Dr Kutchuk’s proposal [on the size of the SBA], we would break the discussions and 

seek some other settlement of the Cyprus problem in consultation with the Greek and Turkish 

 
121 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 9th February, 

1960, at 10ꞏ30 a.m.’ (9 February 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 6th Conclusions), at 1. 
122 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 8th February, 

1960, at 11 a.m.’ (8 March 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 15th Conclusions), at 2. 
123 Ibid.  
124 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Monday, 18th January, 

1960, at 5 p.m.’ (18 January 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 2nd Conclusions), at 1. A second constitutional conference 

was considered by the British in March 1960. (‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 15th March, 1960, at 11 a.m.’ (15 March 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 17th Conclusions), 

at 3.) 
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Governments’.125 The involvement of the Undersecretary of State for the Colonies (rather than 

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs) and the strong-arming that the UK felt it could exert 

on Archbishop Makarios, even after the elections, suggests that the separation of the SBA was 

not the result of an equal and free negotiation between the parties. Thus, despite initially 

appearing that the Cypriots freely and voluntarily consented to the separation of the Areas, the 

facts on the ground paint a more convoluted picture. While not as straightforward as the case 

made by Mauritius in Chagos, there is sufficient evidence for the RoC to argue, under a 

heightened scrutiny test, that the separation of the island was not voluntary.  

 

C. Greece and Turkey were Actively Involved in the Negotiations 

The active involvement of Greece and Turkey in the negotiations for Cyprus’ independence 

could be seen as another major difference between the separation of Akrotiri/Dhekelia on the 

one hand, and Chagos on the other. Independence was often the product of negotiations 

between colonised and colonisers, but it is, in principle, possible that the interests of the 

colonised were also represented by third states as well.126 This, the argument goes, is what the 

Greek and Turkish representatives were doing in Zurich and London. Thus, unlike Mauritius, 

which was negotiating on its own against the UK, Cypriots were represented by two powerful 

states and important allies of the British. Nevertheless, a closer examination of the facts 

suggests that, rather than assisting the Cypriot representatives, the presence of Greek and 

Turkish diplomats meant that at crucial points in the negotiations, Cypriots were excluded from 

them and were merely relegated to rubberstamping the Treaty of Establishment.  

 

The Treaty was negotiated in Zurich between 5 and 11 February 1959, in London between 16 

and 19 February 1959 and in three follow-up Committees in the months leading up to July 

1960.127 The Zurich negotiations took place between the Greek and Turkish delegations in the 

absence of any Cypriots.128 Only after the Zurich Agreement received the British seal of 

approval, which was provided on the condition that the UK ‘should need to retain certain 

substantial areas under British sovereignty as permanent military bases’, were the Cypriot 

 
125 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 5th April, 1960, 

at 10ꞏ15 a.m.’ (5 April 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 24th Conclusions), at 2. 
126 This is, for instance, illustrated by the fact that Greece did bring before the General Assembly the issue of 

Cyprus on a number of occasions before 1960. (General Assembly, ‘The question of Cyprus’ Art. 33, Repertory, 

Suppl. 2 vol. II (1955-1959).) 
127 ‘Cyprus’ Cmnd 1093, Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Defence by Command of Her Majesty July 1960, Part I.  
128 The choice of location does not appear to be significant. Switzerland was not involved in, nor did it monitor, 

the negotiations in any way. 
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delegates flown to London.129 This delay was not an oversight. Rather, it was a strategic 

decision taken with the express objective of limiting the negotiating power of the Cypriot 

representatives. As it was candidly reported to the UK Cabinet on 12 February 1959, ‘[i]t would 

be preferable that definitive heads of agreement between the three Governments [the UK, 

Greece and Turkey] should have been initiated before the discussions were widened to include 

the representatives of local Cypriot communities, who might otherwise endeavour to bring 

pressure to bear on the [UK] Government to modify the substance of the proposals.’130 

Indicative of the fact that Greek Cypriots were not privy to what was negotiated on their behalf 

is the fact that when Archbishop Makarios and his advisers met on 16 February 1959, after 

reading the Zurich Agreement for the first time, they rejected the Agreement by 25 votes to 

2.131  

 

Indeed, when Archbishop Makarios tried to challenge some of the points agreed in Zurich – 

admittedly nothing relating to the SBA132 – he was told that what had been agreed, was not 

subject to renegotiation.133 The whole purpose of the London Conference, it was explained, 

was to build on what had already been negotiated in Zurich.134 If he was not willing to accept 

the totality of the agreements reached in his absence, the negotiations for independence would 

cease altogether.135 Archbishop Makarios complained about the process that had been followed 

and the non-involvement of Cypriots in the negotiations, but his concerns were summarily 

dismissed.136 Despite the Archbishop’s overall very close cooperation with the Greek 

government, this was not the first time he objected to the idea that Greece could speak on behalf 

 
129 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Friday, 13th February, 

1959, at 11 a.m.’ (13 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 9th Conclusions), at 1. 
130 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 12th February, 

1959, at 11ꞏ15 a.m.’ (12 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 7th Conclusions), at 1. A similar strategy is described 

again in ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 17th 

February, 1959, at 11 a.m.’ (17 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 10th Conclusions), at 1. 
131 S. Soulioti, Fettered Independence: Cyprus, 1878-1964, Volume 1: The Narrative (2006), at chapter 6. 
132 His principal disagreement was with the stationing of Turkish troops on the island and the power that had been 

given to the Turkish Cypriot Vice-President to veto the President’s decisions. (‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of 

the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 17th February, 1959, at 11 a.m.’ (17 February 1959) 

(SECRET, C.C (59) 10th Conclusions), at 1; ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 19th February, 1959, at 11 a.m.’ (19 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 11th 

Conclusions), at 2.) 
133 CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 19th February, 

1959, at 11 a.m.’ (19 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C (59) 11th Conclusions), at 2. 
134 Summary Record of the Second Plenary Session of the Cyprus Conference Held at Lancaster House at 7 p.m. 

on Wednesday, February 18, 1959. 
135 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 5th April, 1960, 

at 10ꞏ15 a.m.’ (5 April 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 24th Conclusions), at 2. 
136 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 5th April, 1960, 

at 10ꞏ15 a.m.’ (5 April 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 24th Conclusions), at 2. 
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of Greek Cypriots. He had noted, for example, as early as 1955, that ‘[t]he Cyprus question 

does not constitute a political issue between Britain on the one hand and Greece and Turkey 

on the other. The Cyprus issue is purely a question of self-determination and concerns the 

British government and the Cypriot people only’.137 In fact, having learned from his experience 

in February 1959, when, in the summer of 1960, Archbishop Makarios was negotiating the size 

of the SBA, he publicly and successfully demanded that Greece (and, therefore, also Turkey) 

be excluded from the negotiating table.138  

 

In the Plenary Session of the Cyprus Conference in London, on 18 February 1959, the 

Archbishop was reported as saying 

that there appeared to be a misunderstanding. He was being represented as rejecting the 

Zurich Agreements. But the Conference had surely been called so that he could express 

his views, not so that he should be presented with a fait accompli. Was it forbidden to 

discuss detailed points in the Zurich Agreements? Must everything which had been 

agreed between the Three Governments be accepted word for word, without any 

discussion or amendments?139 

This statement was made a day after the Greek Prime Minister called a Cabinet meeting in 

Athens that unanimously authorised him to ignore the Archbishop and sign the Agreements, 

should Makarios persist in his refusal to accept them.140 Responding to the Archbishop’s 

comments in the Plenary Session referenced above, the Turkish Foreign Minister made it clear 

that ‘[t]he Archbishop should not suppose that the Zurich Agreements were a beginning from 

which he could start negotiations.’141 The day after this debate took place, the Treaty of 

Establishment was signed. Thus, although at first instance the presence of the Greek and 

Turkish delegations could be seen as evidence of the fact that the right to self-determination in 

 
137 A. Eden, Full Circle: The Memoirs of the Rt. Hon. Sir Anthony Eden (1960), at 399-400. The fact that the 

parent states were not always acting in the best interests of the two Cypriot communities was indirectly accepted 

by the British when they warned that ‘[a]ny interim statement about our current negotiations with the Greek and 

Turkish Foreign Ministers […] should avoid, as far as possible, embarrassing the Greek and Turkish Governments 

in relation to their respective communities in Cyprus.’ (‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 

Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 12th February, 1959, at 11ꞏ15 a.m.’ (12 February 1959) (SECRET, C.C 

(59) 7th Conclusions), at 1.)  
138 Faustmann, supra note 19, at 107. 
139 Summary Record of the Second Plenary Session of the Cyprus Conference Held at Lancaster House at 7 p.m. 

on Wednesday, February 18, 1959. 
140 This Cabinet meeting is referred to in several secondary sources. See, for example, S. G. Xydis, Cyprus: 

Reluctant Republic (1973), at 420-3; D. S. Bitsios, ‘Cyprus: The Vulnerable Republic’ (Institute for Balkan 

Studies, 1974), at 102-4. 
141 Summary Record of the Second Plenary Session of the Cyprus Conference Held at Lancaster House at 7 p.m. 

on Wednesday, February 18, 1959. 
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Cyprus was protected to a greater extent than in Mauritius, a closer analysis of what happened, 

suggests that, in fact, the opposite was the case.  

 

D. The Creation of the SBA did not Involve Forced Displacement of the Local Population 

The fourth difference between Chagos and the SBA concerns the fact that Chagos’ separation 

was accompanied by the forcible displacement of the islanders from, and their inability to 

return to, their homes. Conversely, although the inhabitants of the Area enjoy a much more 

limited protection of their property rights compared to other Cypriots,142 they have not been 

forcibly displaced. In fact, Appendix O includes additional protections of these individuals and 

provides that they are subject to the jurisdiction of RoC Courts and that the laws in the Areas 

will be substantively similar to those in the Republic. While this is indeed the state of affairs 

today, the history of what was expected to happen to the inhabitants of the Areas is more 

complex. Article 1(a)(b) of Appendix R of the Treaty of Establishment provides that the UK 

would pay the RoC ‘a sum not exceeding £500,000 […] for inhabitants of Akrotiri who desire 

to leave Akrotiri and settle within the territory of the Republic of Cyprus’ (no similar provision 

exists for inhabitants of Dhekelia). In his Report to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council 

of Europe, the Special Rapporteur noted that the inhabitants of Akrotiri were paid £1 million 

to move out of the village upon the establishment of the SBA.143 Nevertheless, after being 

unable to resettle elsewhere, the inhabitants returned to the village, a move that has been de 

facto accepted by the British since the 1980s.144 While this difference has important human 

consequences, it is unlikely to make an impact on self-determination claims. Evidence for this 

is provided by the fact that although the ICJ gave detailed descriptions of the gross violations 

suffered by the Chagossians in previous parts of the Advisory Opinion,145 it did not refer to 

them when applying the heightened scrutiny test.  

 

In sum, the four differences between Chagos and the SBA suggest that while it will be possible 

for the Republic – should it wish – to make a case for the illegality of the Areas, this will be a 

 
142 Article 2(iv) of Appendix O, supra note 22, declares the UK’s intention ‘[n]ot to set up or permit the 

establishment of civilian commercial or industrial enterprises’ in the SBA. The Arrangement between the 

Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the Republic 

of Cyprus relating to the Regulation of Development in the Sovereign Base Areas, signed on 15th January 2014 

(henceforth, ‘Non-Military Development Agreement’) revises this position and conditionally allows commercial 

development, but its implementation is still pending today.  
143 Gross, supra note 64, at 23. There is no explanation in the report for the discrepancy with Appendix R in the 

amount paid and persons it was paid to.  
144 Ibid. 
145 Chagos, supra note 1, at 113-131. 
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more challenging task than the one Mauritius had been faced with. Perhaps the hardest hurdle 

to overcome is the fact that the RoC became independent four months before Resolution 1514 

was passed by the General Assembly. Another difficulty for those challenging the lawfulness 

of the continued administration of the Areas concerns the difference between how Cyprus has 

handled the issue of the SBA, in contrast to how Mauritius handled the issue of Chagos, since 

their independence. It is to this difference that the next section now turns.  

 

6. Developments Since the Creation of the Sovereign Base Areas 

Even if the SBA were created in violation of the right to self-determination, the RoC’s actions 

from 1960 onwards, could prevent it from challenging their legality today. Over the last 62 

years, the RoC has not challenged the legality of the Areas in any international fora, has entered 

into agreements with the UK for the smooth functioning of the Areas and has been cooperating 

and providing assistance to the SBA Administration. Thus, the UK could argue, the Republic 

might not have freely agreed to the creation of the SBA in 1959 or 1960, but its actions in the 

years since, should estop it from questioning their legality in 2022. This section outlines the 

four requirements that must be satisfied for an estoppel defence to be successfully argued, as 

these were outlined by the Arbitral Tribunal in the Chagos Marine Protection Area Arbitration 

Award.146 It contends that while, at first instance, it appears that the UK could make a case that 

would prevent the RoC from challenging the SBA’s legality, this is not as straightforward as it 

originally appears.  

 

Estoppel has been used in international arbitration since the 1800s,147 while the doctrine has 

been mentioned by the ICJ or discussed by the parties in their submissions to the Court in more 

than 30 cases.148 Nevertheless, the ICJ ‘has been extremely cautious in upholding arguments 

found on alleged estoppel’,149 with one author suggesting that claims based on the doctrine 

must satisfy a higher evidential threshold than other arguments before they are accepted by 

international courts and tribunals.150 While the requirements that have to be satisfied for a 

 
146 Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration (Mauritius v. UK), Permanent Court of Arbitration, 18 March 2015. 
147 Crawford and Pellet, ‘Anglo Saxon and Continental Approaches to Pleading Before the ICJ’ in I. Buffard et 

al. (ed.), International Law between Universalism and Fragmentation (2008) 831, at 823.  
148 Kaijun, ‘A Re-Examination of Estoppel in International Jurisprudence’, 16 Chinese Journal of International 

Law (2017) 751, at 752. 
149 Sinclair, ‘Estoppel and Acquiescence’ in V. Lowe and M. Fitzmaurice (ed.), Fifty Years of the International 

Court of Justice: Essays in Honour of Sir Robert Jennings (1996) 104, at 116. 
150 Kulick, ‘About the Order of Cart and Horse, among Other Things: Estoppel in the Jurisprudence of Investment 

Arbitration Tribunals’, 28 European Journal of International Law (2016) 107, at 124-5. 
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successful estoppel defence have been subject to some debate,151 the four conditions that the 

Arbitral Tribunal settled on accurately summarise the current state of the law.152 

 

The first two elements of the defence jointly require that ‘a state [in this case, the RoC] has 

made clear and consistent representations by word, conduct, or silence’ and that ‘such 

representations were made through an agent authorized to speak for the State with respect to 

the matter in question’.153 It is clear that RoC officials have made a number of representations 

that could provide evidence of the perceived legality of the SBA. For instance, following the 

rare use of violence by Akrotiri residents against the SBA Administration, due to a 2001 

decision to erect high frequency antennae near their homes, the then President of the Republic, 

Glafkos Clerides, was adamant: ‘the Government of Cyprus makes it perfectly clear in the most 

explicit way that for the Government there is no question of raising the issue of the British 

bases.’154 In fact, the RoC has endorsed the legality of the Areas in the most authoritative 

manner, by entering, over the years, into several agreements with the UK with the intention of 

addressing problems that had not been foreseen by the Treaty of Establishment. The two 

governments, for instance, have signed a Memorandum of Understanding according to which 

individuals that have been rescued by SBA vessels in the Areas’ territorial sea,155 are eligible 

to apply for asylum in the RoC.156 The UK and the Republic also signed in 2014 the Non-

Military Development Agreement, through which they renegotiated the Treaty of 

Establishment provision that prevented commercial developments in the Areas. Even more 

high profile was Protocol No 3 of Cyprus’ Act of Accession to the European Union, which 

provided that the SBA would remain outside the EU, but would join the European Customs 

Territory in order to comply with the Treaty of Establishment and avoid the erection of customs 

posts or other frontier barriers between the Areas and the Republic.157 Since Brexit, Protocol 

 
151 Ibid. 
152 Kaijun, supra note 148. For a criticism of how the Arbitral Tribunal applied these requirements, see Allen, 

‘The Operation of Estoppel in International Law and the Function of the Lancaster House Undertakings in the 

Chagos Arbitration Award’ in S. Allen and C. Monaghan, Fifty Years after the British Indian Ocean Territory 

(2018) 231. 
153 Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration, supra note 146, at 438. 
154 Quoted in Clogg, ‘The Sovereign Base Areas: Colonialism Redivivus?’, 39 Byzantine and Modern Greek 

Studies (2015) 138, at 148. 
155 It is disputed by the RoC that the Treaty of Establishment gives authority to the UK to establish its own 

territorial sea (Dodds, Jensen and Constantinou, supra note 24, at 43). Nevertheless, the Treaty of Establishment 

is clear: Article 1(g) of Annex C of the Treaty states that the ‘territory’ of the SBA means the territory of Akrotiri 

and Dhekelia, which ‘includes the territorial sea adjacent to each … territory’. 
156 ‘Memorandum of Understanding relating to Illegal Migrants and Asylum Seekers’, at 10, cited and quoted in 

Bashir, supra note 21, at 17. 
157 Act concerning the Conditions of Accession of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of 

Cyprus, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Malta, the 
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No 3 has been replaced by the Protocol to the Withdrawal Agreement, which has essentially 

maintained the status quo in the Areas.158 

 

Unlike what arguably happened in 1959-1960, the RoC entered into these subsequent 

international agreements voluntarily, not as a colony on the cusp of independence, but as a 

sovereign state. The 2014 Agreement recalled, in its preamble, the Exchange of Notes 

concerning the Administration of the SBA [i.e. Appendix O] and noted ‘the strong wish of the 

Governments to work closely together’. Similarly, the preamble of Protocol No 3 confirmed 

the legality of the Areas by reiterating that ‘the accession of the Republic of Cyprus to the 

European Union should not affect the rights and obligations of the parties to the Treaty of 

Establishment’. In none of the negotiations that preceded these agreements did the RoC directly 

challenge the legality of the SBA, or even hint that this might be a concern. This is in sharp 

contrast to the approach adopted by Mauritius in relation to the Chagos Archipelago, which 

began questioning the legality of its detachment in 1980.159 

 

The third requirement outlined by the Arbitration Tribunal is that ‘the State invoking estoppel 

[in this case, the UK] was induced by such representations to act to its detriment, to suffer 

prejudice, or to convey a benefit upon the representing State’.160 This requirement contains 

within it two elements, namely that the representations induced change in the UK’s actions and 

that this change created some sort of detriment to it.161 With regards to the first element, the 

ICJ made it clear in Pedra Banca/Pulau Batu Puteh that ‘a party relying on estoppel must 

show, among other things, that it has taken distinct acts in reliance on the other party’s 

statement’.162 Yet, it is unclear what such acts the UK has taken. The UK established the Areas 

in 1960 and has been continuing their uninterrupted administration until today. There are no 

 
Republic of Poland, the Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic and the Adjustments to the Treaties on 

which the European Union is Founded – Protocol No 3 [2003] OJ L236/940. 
158 Protocol relating to the Sovereign Base Areas of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland in 

Cyprus, attached to the 2019 Agreement on the Withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland from the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community [2019] OJ C384 I/1. (No mention 

at all is made to the SBA in the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement reached between the two on 24 

December 2020.) For more information on the impact of Brexit on the SBA, see Hadjigeorgiou and Skoutaris, 

‘The Status of the Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus following Brexit’ Peace Research Institute Oslo (Cyprus 

Centre), Occasional Paper Series 3 (2019). 
159 Chagos, supra note 1, at 46. 
160 Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration, supra note 146, at 438. 
161 Kaijun, supra note 148, at 768. 
162 Sovereignty over Pedra Branca/Pulau Puteh, Middle Rocks and South Ledge (Malaysia/Singapore), Judgment, 

23 May 2008, ICJ Reports (2008), at 228.  
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distinct acts that followed specific representations of the RoC that the UK would be able to 

point to.  

 

The second element is that the UK must have suffered some sort of detriment from the RoC’s 

representations.163 Yet, the UK has not, in fact, detrimentally relied on any Cypriot statements. 

To the contrary, any Agreements or Memoranda of Understanding that have been signed 

between the RoC and the UK seek to promote the smooth functioning of the SBA (a 

responsibility that, legally speaking, falls to the UK) by delegating duties and responsibilities 

to the RoC. Further, the Treaty of Establishment does not provide for the repayment of costs 

incurred by the RoC when offering assistance to the SBA Administration. The UK did, 

however, commit to a grant that would be paid on a yearly basis164 and the amount of which 

would be renegotiated every five years.165 The lack of a sunset clause in the payment of this 

grant, like the lack of a sunset clause in the retention of the SBA, suggests that the two are 

connected; thus, although not expressly articulating this, the Treaty of Establishment provides 

for the payment of compensation for the retention of the Areas. In fact, Britain has recognised 

that this grant was understood as compensation for the retention of the SBA, but ‘at the time 

… naturally we did not admit it to the Cypriots.’166 The UK has paid the £12 million that was 

due before 1965, but has not entered into negotiations and has not paid any money to the RoC 

under this grant since. The failure of the UK to meet its financial obligations has been raised 

in all four House of Representatives resolutions and by the Speaker when being interviewed 

by the Special Rapporteur of the Parliamentary Assembly. It has also been raised directly with 

the UK, which has nevertheless, continued to refuse to pay what is due.167 It becomes clear, 

therefore, that not only has the UK not detrimentally relied on statements and actions of the 

RoC, but has, over the years, in fact, benefited from them. 

 

 
163 This was confirmed by the ICJ in Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon 

v. Nigeria), Preliminary Objections, Judgment, 11 June 1998, ICJ Reports (1998), at 57 when it stated that to 

successfully argue estoppel, it is ‘necessary that, by relying on such an attitude, Nigeria had changed position to 

its own detriment or had suffered some prejudice.’ 
164 Financial Assistance to the Republic of Cyprus: Exchange of Notes between the Representative of the United 

Kingdom authorised to sign the Treaty of Establishment and Archbishop Makarios and Dr. Kutchuk, at A(a). 
165 Ibid, at A(c). 
166 Foreign and Commonwealth Office 46/1017, ‘Importance of Military Facilities in Cyprus to the UK’, 

WSC6/548/4, Note by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 6 September 1973. 
167 Constandinos, ‘Britain, America and the Sovereign Base Areas from 1960-1978’, 21 The Cyprus Review (2009) 

13, at 22-25. 
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The final requirement outlined by the Arbitration Tribunal is that a State’s reliance on the 

representation must be ‘legitimate, as the representation was one on which the State was 

entitled to rely’.168 Commenting on this, Kaijun suggests that although not new,169 the 

requirement arguably ‘plays a confirmatory role’ because if ‘clear and consistent 

representations’ have been made by one State, it is hard to imagine why the other cannot 

legitimately rely on them.170 Arguably, Cyprus offers an example of this hard-to-imagine 

scenario. Following the inter-communal violence that erupted on the island in 1963 and the 

withdrawal of Turkish Cypriots from government, the RoC has been in ongoing negotiations 

with Turkey, Turkish Cypriots or both, with the stated objective of resolving the Cyprus 

problem. A successful outcome to these negotiations will result in the amendment, or more 

realistically the termination, of the Treaty of Establishment and therefore, requires the consent 

of Greece, Turkey and the UK. The Republic has never hidden the fact that it relies on the UK 

to reach an equitable solution to the Cyprus problem and, therefore, has to maintain good 

political relations with it. For instance, immediately after President Clerides publicly reassured 

the British that the RoC was fully supportive of the SBA’s continuing presence on the island, 

he candidly explained that ‘Cyprus does not have the luxury of opening new fronts’.171 Instead, 

he continued, there is ‘an imperative need to focus our attention both on the deliverance from 

the Turkish occupation and on our accession course [to the EU] of which Britain is a basic 

supporter’.172  

 

This political situation and its impact on how the RoC views and responds to the SBA has been 

well understood and relied upon by the UK government. In May 1971, UK Prime Minister 

Edward Heath commented that despite the cost and political disadvantages of the continued 

absence of a solution to the Cyprus problem, the ‘situation in Cyprus does not suit us too 

badly.’173 The sentiment had been articulated more explicitly a few months prior when in a 

letter written by the British Minister for Public Works, Julian Amery, to the then Defence 

Secretary, Lord Carrington, Amery stated that ‘[a]s long as there is tension between Turks and 

 
168 Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration, at 438. 
169 The requirement that a State must be ‘entitled to rely’ on a clear and unequivocal representation was mentioned 

by the Permanent Court of International Justice in Payment of Various Serbian Loans Issued in France (France 

v. Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), 1929 PCIJ, Series A, Nos. 20/21. 
170 Kaijun, supra note 148, at 772. 
171 Quoted in Kyriakides, ‘Britain in Cyprus: Colonialism and Post-Colonialism: 1878-2006’ in H. Faustmann 

and N. Peristianis (ed.), Britain in Cyprus: Colonialism and Post-Colonialism, 1878-2006 (2006), at 519. 
172 Ibid. 
173 Prime Minister’s Office: Correspondence and Papers 15/2028, ‘Extension of UNFICYP Mandate’, ‘Cyprus’ 

(15 May 1971), cited in Constandinos, ‘Britain, America and the SBA’, at 19.  
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Greeks I think we have little to worry about in terms of our tenure of the Sovereign Base 

Areas’.174 

 

Unfortunate as it may be, the political situation on the island is not in itself a reason for stopping 

any estoppel arguments made by the UK. What does raise doubts as to whether the UK is 

‘entitled to rely’ on the RoC’s accommodating stance towards the SBA however, is the 

following. In February 1964, two months after inter-communal violence erupted on the island, 

the RoC Minister of Foreign Affairs (and future President of the Republic), Spyros Kyprianou, 

argued before the UN Security Council that the three Treaties Cyprus had signed in 1960 before 

its independence,175 and in particular the Treaty of Guarantee, were not compatible with the 

principle of self-determination and undermined its sovereignty.176 The RoC’s position was 

shared, among others, by Rosalyn Higgins, who remarked a few months earlier that what had 

been agreed in 1960 ‘would seem to come very close to the borderline of true independence’.177 

This had also been a concern of the UK, who advised the Republic in 1960 to join the United 

Nations before applying for Commonwealth membership, for fear that the RoC’s application 

to join the latter would be questioned because of its truncated sovereignty.178 Mr Kyprianou’s 

submission before the Security Council did not directly refer to the SBA, but had it been 

successful, it would have potentially had an impact on the Areas. This is because according to 

Article III of the Treaty of Guarantee, Greece, Turkey and the UK ‘undertake to respect the 

integrity of the areas retained under United Kingdom sovereignty […] and guarantee the use 

and enjoyment by the United Kingdom of the rights’ listed in the Treaty of Establishment 

(namely the rights that relate to the SBA and its Retained Sites). Had the legality of the Treaty 

of Guarantee been questioned, the legality of the SBA would have potentially followed soon. 

This must have been appreciated by British diplomats who suggested during the debate that it 

would be best to revisit the challenge to the 1960 Treaties, after the inter-communal violence 

 
174 The National Archives, Ministry of Defence: Private Office: Registered Files 13/854, ‘British Base Areas in 

Cyprus’, Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Julian Amery to Secretary of State for 

Defence, Lord Carrington (29 September 1970), cited in ibid, at 18.  
175 These are the Treaty of Establishment 1960, the Treaty of Alliance 1960 and the Treaty of Guarantee 1960. 

The Treaty of Establishment created the RoC and the SBA, while the Treaty of Alliance allowed Greek and 

Turkish military contingents to be permanently based in Cyprus. The Treaty of Guarantee made Greece, Turkey 

and the UK guarantors of the RoC’s independence, territorial integrity, security and Constitution and authoritised 

them to use military force, unilaterally, if necessary, to protect these.   
176 Security Council Offial Records, 1098th meeting, 27 February 1964, at 86-113. 
177 R. Higgins, The Development of International Law through the Political Organs of the United Nations (1963), 

at 34. 
178 ‘CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Tuesday, 28th July, 1960, 

at 11 a.m.’ (28 July 1960) (SECRET, C.C (60) 47th Conclusions), at 6. 
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had been resolved.179 Almost 60 years later, the resolution to the Cyprus problem and the 

resumption of the 1964 debate before the Security Council, are still pending. If the RoC, 

therefore, has stalled in challenging the SBA’s legality, this is partly because it was urged to 

do so by the UK itself. Proposing now that the UK is ‘entitled to rely’ on representations that 

followed this advice would arguably be inequitable.180 

 

7. Conclusion 

In 1954, when the island was still a colony, during a House of Commons debate on the 

Constitutional Arrangements of Cyprus, the UK Minister of State for the Colonies declared 

that ‘there are certain territories in the Commonwealth which, owing to their particular 

circumstances, can never expect to be fully independent’.181 This article has sought to assess 

whether the UK’s decision, reflected in this statement, to sever part of the island of Cyprus and 

keep it as a dependent territory before granting the rest its independence, is lawful under 

international law. It argued that while the basic facts between what happened in Mauritius and 

Cyprus are similar – a part of a colony was separated to create a military base over which the 

UK continues to exercise sovereignty today – a number of differences between the two cases 

are likely to make it harder for the RoC to argue what Mauritius successfully submitted before 

the ICJ. One of the two biggest hurdles in this regard is likely to be the fact that Cyprus was 

granted its independence four months before the passing of Resolution 1514 by the General 

Assembly. The second is the argument that the Areas’ separation might indeed not have been 

the result of the free and genuine will of Cypriots in 1960, but their failure to challenge, and 

their active endorsement of, the SBA since then, should estop the Republic from contesting the 

legality of the Areas. Both hurdles could potentially be overcome by the Republic. Whether 

the RoC will be willing to take advantage of the opportunity offered by the ICJ in Chagos, and 

it will do this exactly, remains to be seen. 

 

 
179 Security Council Official Records, 1098th meeting, 27 February 1964, at 27. 
180 The ICJ noted in the Case Concerning Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area 

(Canada/United States of America), Judgment of 12 October 1984, ICJ Reports (1984), at 130 that the ‘concepts 

of acquiescence and estoppel … both follow from the fundamental principles of good faith and equity.’ 
181 Hansard Parliamentary Debates (1954) Ser. 5, Vol. 531, Col. 509. 


